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Your questions, answered… 
 

…by Andy Siantonas, Head of Product, Creative Technologies 

You showed us how the use of Wealth Platform 2 has grown, and it looked like quite a modest 
increase. What do you put that down to? 

To put the data into context, we’re seeing twice the number of logins by Best Practice clients 
compared to last year. However, I absolutely agree that we would like to see more clients using 
Wealth Platform. 

That said, I think there are several reasons why the uptake of Wealth Platform has been low in the 
past. Although the new version has been available for six months or so, many advisers seemed to be 
waiting for the old version to be switched off before moving their clients across. The biggest 
bugbear of the old version was that it was difficult to register new clients and difficult to login to – 
we can understand why this discouraged advisers from using it and have remedied those issues in 
version 2.  

In addition, usage varies between different firms. A client is far more likely to use Wealth Platform if 
their adviser promotes it and actively teaches them how it works and how it can benefit their 
relationship. To that end, we've been creating promotional and training materials which can help 
you introduce your clients to Wealth Platform.  

Are there plans to increase third-party, two-way integrations into Enable?  

Due to popular demand, we now intend to add two-way CashCalc integration into Enable and have 
added this to our development roadmap. This is likely to be completed by early 2022, as we will first 
be focussing on building a new fact find, integrating Fusion Wealth documents into Wealth Platform 
and re-designing the annual review process.  

How can I provide feedback or suggestions to the Development Team? 

The best way to do this is either to log a support ticket or to email us directly at 
productmanagement@creative-technologies.co.uk. We are always looking for feedback and do our 
best to respond to your suggestions. 

What is the timescale for improving the fact find in Enable? 

This is one of our top priorities for Enable - we are expecting to launch a new fact find in the second 
half of 2021. 

Will the improved annual review process include a request for GDPR consent? 

Our new annual review process will include online documents which require electronic signatures. 
We will certainly aim to support GDPR consent in this way, if possible. 

Will there be a place to add client income and expenditure in Wealth Platform? 

Income and expenditure are being revised in the new fact find to allow better integration with 
Voyant. We’ll need to implement this new fact find before we can integrate income and expenditure 
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into Wealth Platform, but we do hope to develop the annual review process over time, expanding it 
to fit your needs as necessary.  

 

…by James Lasenby, Compliance Director, Best Practice 

Does Best Practice have any plans to support members’ Centralised Retirement Propositions? 

We are currently working through our Centralised Investment Proposition (CIP), which will be 
extended to include specific Centralised Retirement Proposition (CRP) content. The objective here is 
to provide members with the support they need to build on the existing CIP, in order to create a CRP 
which suits clients' needs.  

The CRP process will prompt greater consideration of defensive, preservation or income focused 
investment portfolios, which may be aligned to retirement or general decumulation advice 
scenarios. A Model Portfolio Service may continue to offer appropriate solutions for clients.  

Updated guidance will be published in the coming days – if you have any queries your compliance 
supervisor will be able to help. 

What impact should soft facts have on advice? Can the client choose to trade off against 
security in favour of other drivers?  

Although the hard facts will provide an initial basis for the advice outcome, that is not to say that 
soft facts should be ignored. Every case needs to be advised based on the client’s personal 
circumstances and therefore soft facts will be a consideration, but they should not be driving the 
outcome of advice. For example, if a client’s total income needs cannot be met by retaining the 
scheme benefits because they have an objective for a higher level of non-essential expenditure, then 
it does not automatically make a transfer suitable. Instead the client’s needs must be prioritised, and 
the objectives/wants/wishes should be challenged to ensure they are realistic. Ultimately that may 
mean telling a client that not all of their objectives can be achieved. Alternative solutions to meet 
these objectives should be instead be sought outside of the pension arrangements, as there is likely 
to be a disproportionate cost or risk involved. 

Soft facts alone are unlikely to provide justifiable reasons to trade off against security, without 
substantial evidence for why and how this outweighs the valuable guarantees available from 
retaining the scheme benefits. You should always remember that the FCA's starting position with DB 
pension arrangements is not to transfer away from the guarantees that apply - soft facts and 
preferences are typically insufficient to support introducing transfer risk and a variable outcome. 

Is it important for a firm to understand their Personal Indemnity and what it looks like or is 
this the network’s responsibility? 

Best Practice, and all Benchmark Capital subsidiaries, maintain appropriate levels of PII for their 
respective activities. The minimum levels of PII are prescribed by the FCA and all Benchmark 
subsidiaries have a higher aggregate limit on the cover in place. Network members have PII cover 
for business written under the network that is in line with authorised permissions. In a challenging 
insurance market, the quality and level of cover in place is a real benefit at a time when many firms 
are finding it difficult to maintain excesses, premiums and policy wording. Due to the relationship 
with the insurer, the quality of member firms and the adequacy of controls in place, we will continue 
with the current PII arrangements through 2021. 
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…by Alex Funk, Chief Investment Officer, Benchmark Capital 

 

Is Benchmark Capital going to create a CRP for network member firms to use, and what 
retirement investment solutions are available on the Fusion platform? 

Fusion Wealth offers a range of investment solutions that advisers can use in their central 
retirement propositions as building blocks to the decumulation strategy. We have a combination of 
growth and income portfolios available that can be used when designing a CRP.  

Due to many clients having multiple income requirements at retirement, we have not built a 
standardised set of model portfolios. Many advisers prefer to use a waterfall approach to construct 
a decumulation strategy, using lower risk or natural income portfolios for short-term income 
requirements and growth portfolios for longer-term income requirements. This often includes a 
mechanical rebalance at annual review, to top up the short-term income requirements. Given that 
many advisers have differing decumulation preferences, we don’t suggest a single CRP, but 
encourage you to construct yours from the building blocks provided.  
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